The Major consists of five required parts as listed below.

1. Two Years of a language regularly taught in the department.
   1. ________________________________________________________________ taken in ____________________________________
   2. ________________________________________________________________ taken in ____________________________________
   3. ________________________________________________________________ taken in ____________________________________
   4. ________________________________________________________________ taken in ____________________________________

   Students who enter with language proficiency at the 2nd year level (approved by MESAAS language faculty) must complete one additional year of language study and substitute one additional MESAAS course. Those who enter with proficiency at the 3rd year level must substitute 3 additional MESAAS courses. These should be advanced language courses (3rd year level and above) for languages where these are offered. When only two years of a language are offered, students with advanced proficiency must substitute 3 additional non-language courses. One year of the MESAAS heritage speakers’ classes fulfils the language requirement.

2. A one-term introductory culture course approved by the D.U.S.
   ________________________________________________________________ taken in ____________________________________


4. Required: MDES W3000 [Theory and Culture] NB only offered in the fall taken in ____________________________________

5. An additional five courses selected with the approval of the D.U.S. Normally two of those courses may be in non-MESAAS courses. Students who wish to count more than two courses of outside credits toward the major must petition D.U.S.
   1. ________________________________________________________________ taken with ______________________________ taken in ____________________________________
   2. ________________________________________________________________ taken with ______________________________ taken in ____________________________________
   3. ________________________________________________________________ taken with ______________________________ taken in ____________________________________
   4. ________________________________________________________________ taken with ______________________________ taken in ____________________________________
   5. ________________________________________________________________ taken with ______________________________ taken in ____________________________________

- Concentrators must meet all requirements except the language requirement.
- Grades of B- or better are required for all major courses.
- For information about the senior thesis writing seminar and departmental honors, consult the D.U.S.

Student’s notes of any special circumstances:

D.U.S.’s notes of any special circumstances:

Signature of Student ___________________________ Date ___________________________

Signature of D.U.S. ___________________________ Date ___________________________